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Football team looks back at
victorious 6-5 season.
Partly cloudy with a
high near 50.
Cannibal killed
Serial killer Jeffery Dahmer
slain in state prison. 
SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/ Staff photographer
Preparing  for the Carol
Kim Diehl, a junior theater and psychology major, and Arnold Pulliam, a
junior theater major, construct the stage set Monday afternoon for the





body vice president for public
affairs, announced plans
Monday to resign from his
position and withdraw from
Eastern.
Giordano said he is unable
to work under Student
Government advisers Eileen
Sullivan and David Milberg,
who also serve as advisers to
the Office of Student Life, for-
merly the
Office of
S t u d e n t
Activities.
“ I t ’ s







feel I’d be doing students a
great injustice by not working
with the Office of Student
Activities.
“Efforts were made on
someone’s part to damage my
academic integrity and my
personal character that were
completely uncalled for,” he
said. “David certainly didn’t
help the situation by the
actions he took as director of
student activities.”
Milberg refused to com-
ment on Giordano’s state-
ments.
“I’ll say I was aware he was
considering doing it (transfer-
ring) and that would be about
it,” he said.
Giordano and Financial
Vice President Jeff Kocis were
accused of violating the
Student Government Con-
stitution earlier this month
when it was revealed that nei-
ther was a full-time student.
Giordano is currently enrolled
in two classes and is receiving
academic credit for his lobby-
ing efforts in Springfield.
The constitution requires
student officers to be enrolled
with 12 or more academic
hours.
“This whole full-time stu-
dent thing is something
(Milberg) pursued as a per-
sonal vendetta against me,”
Giordano said.
Sullivan ruled that Gior-
dano was not in violation of
the constitution because
according to university rules,
a student is still considered
full time if he or she drops a
class after the withdrawal
Giordano quits, will leave Eastern
By DAVE HOSICK
Administration editor
A Faculty Senate subcommittee
will be submit a report to the sen-
ate today which raises questions
about the economic impact of inter-
collegiate athletics at Eastern.
The Fiscal Budget Oversight
Committee will submit its review of
athletics at the senate’s regular
meeting at 2 p.m. today in the BOG
Room of Booth Library.
The committee decided to review
the intercollegiate athletics pro-
gram after several members found
problems with a previous report
completed in February.
“The original report suggested
that no intercollegiate athletic pro-
grams should be eliminated and
that the funding for the programs
should be increased,” senate and
committee member Lankford
Walker said.
Walker said he and committee
members had problems with some
assumptions made by the initial
report and decided to re-examine
the programs and discuss whether
the senate should recommend fur-
ther examination.
“The initial report seemed to give
an inaccurate picture of intercolle-
giate athletics,” senate and commit-
tee member Jane Lasky said.
“Athletics is far from having a posi-
tive economic impact on Eastern.”
Walker said a lack of support for
Eastern athletics has caused a loss
of $2.2 million to the university. He
added that currently no athletic
program is f inancially stable
enough to support itself.
“In the past,  these programs
have lost  money every year,”
Walker said. “These programs have
been funded by student fees and
appropriations.  The committee
thought this should be looked at
further.”
Committee members also ex-
pressed concerns about a survey
that was done to determine what
proportion of the student body was
attracted to the university by ath-
letics, Walker said.
The survey asked a cross-section
of  students i f  they would sti l l
attend Eastern if it did not have
athletic programs.
According to the survey, 26 per-
cent of students said they would
not attend Eastern if its athletic
programs were eliminated and 74
percent said they would attend
regardless of athletic programming.
“We are not suggesting by any
means that intercollegiate athletics
By APRIL MORRIS
Staff writer
A proposal to change the
requirements for Eastern’s
dean’s list is scheduled to go
before the Student Senate
next semester.
If the proposal is passed,
students earning a 3.5 grade-
point average or above would
qualify for the dean’s list.
Currently, only students rank-
ing in the top 10 percent of
their specified school qualify.
The senate’s Academic
Affairs Committee chairman,
Rick Tucker, is sponsoring the
proposal because he says the
present requirement doesn’t
recognize enough students.
“I think that if students
work hard and achieve a 3.5
GPA or higher, then they
deserve to be rewarded and
recognized for their efforts,”
Tucker said.
He said many other colleges
such as Western Illinois
University only require a
straight 3.5 GPA for their
dean’s list.
“I think that maybe the top
10 percent in each college
might have worked back when
Eastern had six colleges, but
now we have four and not
enough people are getting rec-
ognized,” Tucker said.
Eastern currently has the
Lumpkin College of Business
and Applied Sciences, the
College of Education and
Professional Studies, the
College of Arts and Hu-
manities, and the College of
Sciences.
Tucker said senate mem-
bers “definitely” support the
change and that it will benefit
everyone if it passes.
“The change will encourage
students to work harder to
make the dean’s list and give
students who have a high
enough GPA some recogni-
tion,” he said.
For the proposal to replace
the current qualification, it
must pass the senate by a sim-
ple majority and get the
approval of Eastern’s Com-
mittee on Academic Affairs.
Senate will conduct
review of athletics
New GPA criteria for dean’s list proposed
• See SENATE Page 2A
“I think that if students work
hard and achieve a 3.5 GPA or high-
er, then they deserve to be rewarded




♥ See GIORDANO Page 2A
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We Have 4:00 Club!
Free Giveaways After 9:00pm
20oz. Miller Lite $125
Bar Rail Drinks $175
Miller Lite Pitchers $300
Top 40 CD & Video Night
Pool $125 – Bar & Pool age 21; Never a cover 
BBQ Rib Plate $450





Chicken Finger Basket $395
Chicken or Steak
Fajitas – $550
Free soft drink refill
with dinner or lunch Paa nn hee llee nn ii cc  Coo uu nn cc ii l
would like to Congratulate
1st Vice President Rush-Maureen Leary
1st Vice President Elect-Cindy Eckerty
and the 
1995 Rho Chi’s
Jackie Bernard Krista Kadar Tracey Sargent
Lisa Bertellotti Jennifer Kahles Jenny Saunders
Michelle Clifford Sarah Kijewski Amy Sciaccotta
Laura Compton Jennifer Kohl Jennifer Scott
Jennie Davis Christie Kropp Suzanne Sisk
Amy Decker Patty Lakin Lori Sloan
Hilary Donham Heidi Lunt Laurie Surges
Julie Frugo Joanna Martin Heather Szurgot
Brandie Greco Josie Moore Stacey Taylor
Lauren Habes Tammy Nantz Suzanne Tenclinger
Holly Hawkins Joalice Oard Heidi Weitekamp
Susie Hayner Erin Phillips Mary Whitehead
Robin Hickman Courtney Rakow Tracy Wills
Brooke Hood Renee’ Ryba Gina Zamboni

















































Α Β Γ Δ Ε Ζ Η Θ Ι Κ Λ Μ Ν Ξ Ο Π Ρ Σ Τ Υ Φ Χ Ψ Ω
F R A N K F U R T ,
Germany (AP) – Is it a
bug or isn’t it? “Well, yes,
but ...’’ Volkswagen re-
sponded Monday when
asked if a new car the
company plans to produce
is indeed a reincarnated
Beetle.
The new car, to be sold
in the United States,
Canada and South Amer-
ica, will have the familiar
domed chassis. But in-
stead of the old rear-
mounted, air-cooled en-
gine, the car will have a
lean, front-mounted en-
gine and new safety fea-
tures.
“This is a whole new
car,’’ company spokesman
Matt Gennrich said. “The
only similarity to the
Beetle would be from an
aesthetic point of view.’’ 
With the new car,
Volkswagen hopes to cash
in on American nostalgia
for a legend on four
wheels that during the




asked its California design
studio in late 1992 to come
up with a new car that
would appeal to Amer-
icans. The car, called
Concept One, was in-
troduced at the Detroit
Auto Show in January.
“Everyone said, `That’s
the Beetle of the future,’’’
said Gennrich. VW was
deluged with thousands of
letters from bug fans ask-





WASHINGTON (AP) – The Supreme
Court agreed Monday to decide whether
public schools can require drug testing of
athletes as a weapon against student drug
abuse – or whether such tests would
amount to unconstitutional searches.
The court said it will hear an appeal by
an Oregon school district that barred a sev-
enth-grader from his school’s football team
after he refused to undergo a drug urinaly-
sis.
Mandatory drug testing “may be the
only effective way to deal with a drug-use
epidemic among school children,’’ said
lawyers for the Vernonia School District.
But a federal appeals court said the school
district failed to justify random testing of
students not individually suspected of drug
use.
A decision in the case is expected by
July.
In other action Monday, the court: 
• Refused to block a California state
court trial over allegations that R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. is using cartoon
character Joe Camel to entice children to
smoke.
• Agreed to decide in an Arkansas case
whether the Constitution requires police
with court warrants to knock and
announce themselves before entering
homes to conduct searches.
• Let stand rulings that barred a Navy
reservist from suing the government claim-
ing that she contracted the AIDS virus by
having sex with a Navy enlisted man. 
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Court to rule on school drug testing 
period as Giordano did.
Sullivan was unavailable
for comment Monday.
The position of vice presi-
dent for public affairs was for-
merly known as Board of
Governors student represen-
tative position but was
renamed upon the recent
restructuring of the Student
Government’s executive
branch. The position also
includes the post of
Charleston City Council rep-
resentative.
Giordano receives a tuition
waiver for his duties.
Giordano said his resigna-
tion will take effect on the
first day of Spring Semester
1995 when he will transfer to
the University of Maryland at
College Park.
“I am looking forward to
this new and exciting chal-
lenge,” he wrote in a letter
addressed to “Friends and
Colleagues.”
“I am leaving with nothing
but fond memories of Eastern
and the good times that I was
able to share with all of you.”
Giordano cited academic
reasons as one factor in his
decision to transfer.
“The academic reputation of
Maryland played a big part in
my decision to transfer and
obviously I have to resign (my
position) because I’m transfer-
ring.”
Giordano said other factors
also caused him to consider
transferring.
“I’m not real happy with
the outcome of some of the
activities I was involved in
this fall,” he said.  
In a letter to Chris Seper,
editor in chief of The Daily
Eastern News, Giordano said
his resignation “has nothing
to do with what the editors of
the News think.”
“It is, however, unfortunate
that the News continues to
print lies and deceptions
about my leadership,” he
wrote. “Further, it is unfortu-
nate that the editor, Chris
Seper, allows his personal
views to hinder his ability to
write fair and accurate arti-
cles for the News.”
Seper said he has “no per-
sonal vendetta” against
Giordano.
“It was the opinion of the
editorial board that Matt was
doing a bad job,” Seper said.
“He should take more respon-
sibility for his actions.”
Giordano was criticized for
his failure to oppose a 3.5 per-
cent tuition hike for the 1995-
96 academic year that was
proposed and finally approved
by the BOG in October. He
was also criticized for failing
to regularly attend City
Council meetings this fall.
Giordano has maintained
that without his efforts as stu-
dent representative, students
“would have been forced to
swallow a larger tuition
increase.”
“Our state leaders are still
not listening to the student
voice because our generation
continues to neglect the
polling places or we simply
don’t care enough to vote,” he
wrote.
Giordano said the newspa-
per should have taken a more
active role in encouraging stu-
dents to lobby in Springfield
against the now-official
tuition increase.
“When the No. 1 campus
voice doesn’t care enough to
take an active role in improv-
ing the campus, it is impossi-
ble for one person to do that
job,” he said. “I don’t feel I can
work to adequately represent
a campus that has people in
high-profile positions that
refuse to take active roles.”
Student Government execu-
tive officers refused to com-
ment on Giordano’s resigna-
tion Monday night.
Student Body President
Blake Wood said he will send
out a press release today
regarding Giordano’s resigna-
tion and refused to comment
further on the issue. 
“I don’t want to be redun-
dant,” he said.   
Giordano
♥ From Page 1A
means that intercollegiate athletics
be eliminated,” Walker said. “We are
suggesting that maybe the university
can cut back on expenses for some
programs.”
Lasky said, following the commit-
tee’s evaluation, some serious con-
cerns  arose  about  the  fact  that
Eastern’s football program utilizes
the same amount of student fees and
appropriations as all  other men’s
sports combined.
The committee  wi l l  submit  i ts
report to the senate today, leaving
open the possibility that the senate
could make a recommendation to
review and assess the athletic pro-
grams again.
Senate
• From Page 1A
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CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer
Roll with it 
Dan Carpenter, physical plant worker, repaints the concrete on the west balcony of Lantz
Gymnasium Monday afternoon.
A local resident reported
to Charleston police that
two firearms were taken
from his residence last
week.
David L. Barnes, 47, of
921 Jefferson Ave. ,  told
police that an unknown per-
son apparently entered his
house sometime between
12:45 a.m. and 4 p.m. Nov.
22 through an unlocked
back door and forced open a
locked door to a room where
guns were kept inside the
residence.
A hand gun, valued at
$300,  a ri f le,  valued at
$150, and a $50 shoulder
holster were taken.  The
police report said Barnes
thinks the person who stole
the weapons was familiar
with the house because
nothing else was disturbed.
The report said other
firearms were left behind in
the room.
No suspects have been
reported and the Charleston
Police Department is cur-
rently conducting an inves-
tigation.
In a separate police
report Monday, a 70-year-
old woman was arrested
Friday at a local drug store
on charges of retail theft.
Marjorie E.  Slater,  of
Kansas,  was arrested at
11:03 a.m. on charges of
retail theft at Osco Drug,








A trial date for the suit filed by
The Daily Eastern News against the
Board of Governors should be decid-
ed by the end of December.
A hearing on the motions for sum-
mary judgment will be conducted on
Dec. 27, at which time the judge will
examine the case and its details to
decide as to whether there is a mate-
rial issue in the case. If the judge
determines there is no issue, the case
can be dismissed.
If the judge concludes there is a
material issue, a scheduling confer-
ence for representatives of the News
and the BOG will take place on Dec.
29 to decide on a court date. The date
must be accepted by both the plain-
ti f f  and the defendants before
approved by the judge.
In the suit, the News is seeking
sexual assault police reports and
reports “ in connection with the
threats made by an Eastern Illinois
University employee toward certain
school  administrators”  via the
Freedom of Information Act.
The university ’s  custodian of
records denied a Freedom of
Information Act request by the News
for those records,  and President
David Jorns upheld the decision in
two appeals by the News.
The dispute in the case stems from
how the plaintiff and defendants
interpret the exceptions listed in the
Freedom of Information Act. The uni-
versity stands behind its interpreta-
tion of  the act ,  specif ically two
exemptions dealing with unwarrant-
ed invasions of privacy and the other
dealing with the disclosure of confi-
dential sources.
Policy for the News states the pub-
lication does not print the names of
sexual assault victims without their
permission.
This is the first time the News has
sued the university.
Filing fees for the suit are being
paid by the Illinois Press Association
through the New-Gazette in Cham-
paign.
Newspaper’s court date set
By KAREN WOLDEN
Activities editor
With finals right around the corner,
students may find relief Wednesday
in “Psychological Hardiness,” a semi-
nar organized by the Counseling
Center.
The seminar will be held at noon in
the Martinsville Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
“Psychological hardiness is defined
as a set of traits that seem to inocu-
late people against stress,” said Bill
Kirk, Eastern psychology professor
and presenter of the seminar. “It
focuses on the ability of anyone to
confront their world and to develop a
positive perception.”
Wednesday’s lecture is an “outshoot
of the stress seminar,” Kirk said. It
will focus on research, examples and
components of hardiness.
“I’ll give suggestions of how to
develop and refine hardiness traits,”
Kirk said. “It’s an innovative way of
dealing with stress, and it’s important
in its timing on campus.”
Though all students are invited to
the seminar, students who are
already under pressure from upcom-
ing final exams will find it especially
helpful, Kirk said.
“I stress timing because students
are preparing for exams, and they
easily feel overwhelmed,” Kirk said.
“It’s important to deal with the obsta-
cles that students face and it can be
done relatively easily.”
The Counseling Center is sponsor-
ing another seminar Wednesday,
“Stop Smoking,” at noon in the
Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Union. 
Keith Wilson, assistant professor of







Students will have an opportunity
to discuss the question of integration
in Eastern’s greek system at 8 p.m.
tonight in Taylor Hall Lobby.
The panel, sponsored by the
Multicultural Student Union, will con-
sist of members of the Interfraternity,
Panhellenic and Black Greek Coun-
cils. Panel members will answer ques-
tions about segregation and stereo-
types in Eastern’s greek system.
Panel members will also discuss
their personal opinions about the way
the greek system is operating and how
they think it can be improved.
“We will be talking about what goes
on in this campus and why it’s segre-
gated the way it is because we do need
a lot of integration,” said Ryan
Hardin, co-chairman of the union’s
educational activities committee.
Although Lisa Garrison, executive
director of the union, said she would
like to see the councils of the greek
system integrated, she doesn’t think
the union is in a position to change
the way the greek system is segregat-
ed.
“People can understand why it’s
segregated and the history of the
black greek system,” Garrison said.
“The leaders of the greek systems
would have to change it. It’s not some-
thing that we could impose on them.”
The union is sponsoring the event
to culturally educate the campus,
Garrison said.
Greek integration issue
to be discussed by panel
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Student government editor
Fair representation of the
student body is a main con-
cern of some newly elected
Student Senate members.
“The big thing is to get
representation in there
again,” said senate member
Randy Hipwell. “We need to
voice everyone’s opinions and
get rid of the fighting back
and forth.”
Members said diversity
within the body is not as
much of a factor in fairly
representing students as
issues such as increasing
student voter turnout and
making the senate more
accessible to students are.
“It (diversity) is an issue,
but again it goes back to vot-
ing,” said senate member
Ben Janvrin. “If the minori-
ties out there don’t like who’s
on senate, they should get
out and vote, and vote us
out.
“I don’t see any color bar-
rier or racial barrier. I think
the senate is open to every-
one,” he added. “But it’s a
matter of getting out and
voting.”
Too much diversity among
members could actually hurt
the senate, senate member
Brian McGavock said.
“Some diversity is good,
but with too much you’ll
always be split and you’re
always fighting to get things
accomplished,” he said. 
Senate member Jason
Stipp said he believes voting
is the key to representing
the entire student body’s
concerns.
“I would like to see more
students vote,” Stipp said.
“Everyone’s got complaints
and that’s great, but we need
to make sure the complaints
are heard and addressed.”
Senate member Amy Red-
shaw said holding weekly
senate meetings in residence
halls and campus buildings
other than the Martin Lu-
ther King Jr. University Un-
ion would allow the senate to
more fairly represent stu-
dents by being more accessi-
ble to them.
Senate member Kevin
Piket agreed that accessibili-
ty is the key, saying senate
members should make them-
selves more accessible by
attending different recog-
nized student organization
meetings and voicing con-
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1994
EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE AUTHOR.
PINIONO
In the days before lengthy breaks, faculty
members see the same thing every year:
Empty classrooms.
Sometimes, students prepared to finish
the classes they paid for will find instructors
have decided to take an extended vacation.
Students leaving
classes and faculty
cancel ing c lasses
before long breaks is
not a new problem but the solution seems
far of f. Thankfully, faculty can be – and
should be – forced to stay in class until the
final day.
Unfortunately, little can be done to stop
the raging student absences.
Faculty members in the mathematics
department stated in a letter to the Faculty
Senate on Nov. 15 that students were ask-
ing permission to miss class because other
instructors were canceling classes in the
days just before holiday break.
The 20 faculty who signed the letter said
this year’s expanded Thanksgiving break
encouraged many faculty to leave campus
early. The letter asked, “What do we do
next to stop students from starting early?”
Faculty members who decide to take a
day off and cancel class before breaks are
academically irresponsible and are taking
something away from students that have
purchased a class. Professors who cancel
classes at their leisure are forgetting their
role on campus. They are not students, but
employees who have a job to do.
For students, the issue of skipping class
is not that simple. Not attending a class to
get an extra day of f is, without a doubt,
academically irresponsible and shows little
dedication to a future job or higher educa-
tion.
The unfortunate truth is that if a student
wants to skip class, they can and face only
the academic consequences. Faculty are
held to a higher standard.
Students should stay in class. It seems
the only way faculty can force students to
stay on campus right now is to do it the
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I received something inter-
esting in the mail a few weeks
ago. It wasn’t a letter from Ed
McMahon and those wacky
Publishers Clearinghouse people
telling me than I’d won $10 mil-
lion billion trillion or even an
exciting mail order offer from
the Church of Jesus Christ for
Latter Day Saints to get to know
Jesus as my personal Lord and
savior for only a minimal love
offering.
And, surprisingly enough, it
wasn’t a collection notice from large individuals tragically
born without necks threatening to confiscate the body
parts of their choice if I don’t pay the specified amount
above.
Instead, what I received was the I-know-you’re-a-con-
cerned-citizen-and-of-course-you’ll-care-passionately-
about-this letter that seems to be increasingly common in
mailboxes around the country.
If you’ve ever been even remotely politically active at
one time or another – no matter how little activity was
actually shown on your part or how mundane the issue –
you’ve most likely received one of these letters. 
The letter I received was from my friends at the
National Organization for Women, seeking my assistance
in the body of a form letter in ridding the airwaves of that
bloated leech of the conservative right wing Rush
Limbaugh. It seems that members of NOW have finally
had enough of Limbaugh’s blatherings and have begun a
“Flush Rush” campaign to rid of him once and for all.
It’s a laudable enough goal, I suppose. And it’s proba-
bly not unreasonable for NOW to assume that I might
support the organization in this fight. I have, after all, sup-
ported NOW in past causes.
So what is my part in all of this? Next to nothing. I
don’t have to write a letter or make any phone calls –
NOW President Patricia Ireland has already done every-
thing for me. I don’t have to do anything other than
scrawl my signature on a pre-
printed letter expressing my dis-
content.
The letter, addressing the
chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission,
reads:
“I agree with NOW that pub-
lic airwaves should not be used
to usurp our political system ...
Rush Limbaugh uses the power
of the public airwaves to mobi-
lize anti-feminist, racist and
homophobic sentiment. While
NOW is refused the opportunity to purchase air time,
Limbaugh’s advertisers subsidize his hostile, right-wing
demagoguery ... NOW has my support for legal and/or
legislative efforts to curtail the unbalanced use of public
airwaves for political goals.”
No one ever said feminists aren’t fun people.
While reading this, a few nagging questions persisted.
What if I supported the ideas expressed in the letter, but
not the language used or the reasoning behind it? Could
I add something to the letter or write my own letter of
protest to replace the pre-printed one entirely? 
It didn’t seem likely. 
The form letter is addressed not to its intended audi-
ence, but to the national headquarters of NOW to be for-
warded to its final destination from there.
In the organization’s effort to make political statement
easy for me, it tried to speak for me. 
In today’s high-paced, throw away society, so many of
us are looking for shortcuts. We like it when people make
our meals, our education and even our political beliefs
quick and easy.
But political activism is not always easy, and rarely is it
quick or simple. Activist organizations such as NOW real-
ly should know better.
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I’m writing this letter in re-
sponse to the article written in the
Nov. 9 edition of The Daily Eastern
News by Doug Bunna. In this arti-
cle he stated that “... the council
wants Planned Parenthood here to
further promote feminist gospel,
its sacrament being abortion.”
Also, he stated “... professors are
willing to spread the lie of both
Planned Parenthood and the femi-
nist gospel.”
I believe that, in his zeal, Bunna
lashed out at the wrong enemy.
Feminism is not his enemy, abor-
tion is. While it is true that many
feminists are pro-choice, there are
also many that are pro-life. By
lumping all feminists in one pack-
age, he is doing us all an injustice.
Feminism is the view that wom-
en and men are equal, should
have the same opportunities, the
same rights and be allowed to
develop their individual identity.
Feminism is as varied as the differ-
ent kinds of people in this country.
All women do not hold to one
set of morals, values, ideas and
practices; therefore, feminism
does not. Like its creators, femi-
nism is diverse in its ideas and
practices.
I am a feminist. I believe that
women are equal to men. I believe
that more women should be in our
history books, literature books and
in our Congress. I was deplored by
the treatment given to Anita Hill
by the U.S. Senate Committee. I
think that corporations should be
required by law to provide day
care to their female employees.
I would like to see a female
president in office before I die. I
am a feminist, but I am also pro-
life. I do not believe that anyone,
male or female, has the right to
trod on anyone else’s rights to fur-
ther their own cause.
As I read Bunna’s letter, I could
not help but feel deeply offended
and angered by his accusations.
Abortion is not the center of the
feminist movement. Equal rights
and the right of a woman to be
treated as a person with her own
identity is the center of the move-
ment.
I agree with Bunna’s opinion
that although Planned Parenthood
states now that they will not offer
abortion services, it will be a con-
tention in the future.
Once they are established, I
believe they will be singing a dif-
ferent tune by offering abortion
services. They are just offering
Charleston and Coles County poi-






have a job to do
Feminist movement
done a disservice by
constant stereotypes





for me, it tried to
speak for me.” Sherry
Sidwell
The Daily Eastern News Tuesday, November 29, 1994 5A
WASHINGTON (AP) –
President Clinton assembled
the economic stars from eight
previous administrations on
Monday to give a final push
for congressional approval of
a 123-nation trade agree-
ment.
“We have to do it now. We
can’t wait until next year,’’ he
declared.
Supporters predicted that
the rewrite of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade would sail through the
House on Tuesday with per-
haps as many as 60 votes to
spare.
But the fate of the trade
deal was far less certain in
the 100-member Senate,
where it must win 60 votes on
a procedural question of waiv-
ing the Senate’s budget rules.
The 22,000-page agreement
slashes tariffs by an average
of 38 percent worldwide and
expands the rules of world
trade into new areas such as
agriculture, services and the
protection of copyrights and
patents. It creates a more
powerful World Trade Organ-
ization to referee trade dis-
putes and eliminates the
power of any one country to
block an adverse trade ruling.
During a crowded GATT
pep rally in the East Room,
the administration produced
a letter signed by two former
Republican presidents, Gerald
Ford and George Bush, and
Democrat Jimmy Carter, urg-
ing congressional approval.
Clinton acknowledged fears
that the agreement, by lower-
ing U.S. trade barriers as well
as those of other countries,
would mean U.S. workers
would face even more compe-
tition from low-wage workers
in other countries.
But he said in an increas-
ingly integrated global econo-
my, all countries had to be
willing to compete interna-
tionally.
“There is no other way to
deal with this. There is no
easy way out,’’ he said. “This
will help to solve the underly-
ing anxiety that millions and
millions of Americans face.’’ 
But at a Capitol Hill news
conference, a leading Senate
opponent, Sen. Byron Dorgan,
D-N.D., asked if it was fair to
make American workers
“compete against a 12-year-
old working 12 hours a day
for 12 cents an hour.’’ GATT
opponents, however, all but
conceded defeat in the House.
Rep. Duncan Hunter, R-
Calif., said anti-GATT forces
hoped to get possibly 150 to
180 votes in opposition, far
short of the 217 they would
need to kill the deal.
Rep. Sam Gibbons, D-Fla.,
acting chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee,
told reporters GATT should
clear the House with 270
votes.
Consumer activist Ralph
Nader said that opponents
were concentrating most of
their efforts on the Senate,
where the deal must first win
60 votes to waive Senate bud-
get rules because the pact cov-
ers only about one-fourth of
the estimated $40 billion in
tariff revenues that will be
lost over 10 years.
U.S. Trade Representative
Mickey Kantor refused to dis-
close the administration’s cur-
rent vote count in the Senate,
but he said that a deal
reached last week to meet
concerns of Senate Repub-
lican Leader Bob Dole of
Kansas about the WTO had
brought “a number of Re-
publicans on board.’  The
administration, which next
year will be forced to work
with a Congress controlled by
Republicans for the first time
in 40 years, was calling the
GATT vote the first test of
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David Arthur, a volunteer bell ringer for the Salvation Army, (left) looks on as Jason




The Salvation Army is
asking for volunteers to
ring bells at their red
Christmas kettles for this
year’s holiday season.
Salvation Army Lt. Troy
Barker said one volunteer
and a few hired workers are
currently stationed at the
Christmas kettles through-
out the day.
He said more volunteers
are “badly” needed to help
out this year. The volun-
teers would work morning
or evening shifts.
Barker encourages Eas-
tern organizations to volun-
teer to work at the stations.
He said he has already con-
tacted sororities about vol-
unteering some time.
The current Charleston
locations for the kettles are
at Wal-Mart, 510 W.
Lincoln Ave.,  and Max
Market, 612 W. Lincoln
Ave.
Barker said donations
from the Christmas kettles
are needed more than ever
this year because of a
recent roof cave-in at the
Salvation Army thrift shop
in Mattoon. The store has
been closed for nearly two
months.
“We had $10,000 worth of
donations in the store,”
Barker said.
He said many items in
the store were damaged
and couldn’t be salvaged.
The thrift store brought in
about $400 to $500 of busi-
ness a day.
Because of the damage,
Barker said the Christmas
kettles are the biggest and
the most important fund-
raising drive of the year for
the Salvation Army.
He said $75,000 is the
goal for this year’s kettle
drive. 
“Last year we fell short of
our goal,” Barker said.
However, he said the fund-
raiser brought in $69,000.
The money collected from
the kettles mostly goes to-
ward toys and food for fami-
lies who cannot afford
them.
He said another use for
the money is to help send
children to summer camps.
Barker said the commu-
nity will hear the bells ring-
ing up until Christmas Eve.
Anyone interested in vol-
unteering time to ring bells
for the Christmas kettles
should contact the Sal-
vation Army at 234-3915.
For who will work the bell toll?
MADISON, Wis. (AP) –
Jeffrey Dahmer was attacked
and killed while cleaning a
prison bathroom Tuesday in a
gruesome end for the former
chocolate-factory worker who
strangled and dismembered 17
boys and men and ate some of
them.
Another inmate was being
held in Dahmer’s slaying and
in the severe beating of anoth-
er prisoner at Columbia
Correctional Institution.
Authorities wouldn’t identify
the suspect, who was serving a
life sentence for murder, or
offer a motive.
All three men were working
on a cleaning detail in the
recreation area of the maxi-
mum-security prison when the
attack occurred.
A bloody broom handle was
found at the scene, but
Corrections Secretary Michael
Sullivan said he didn’t know if
it was the murder weapon.
“One could surmise a num-
ber of things. Their heads
could have been smashed
against a wall,’’ Sullivan said.
“There was a great deal of
blood in the area of the attack,’’
Corrections Department
spokesman Joe Scislowicz said.
The 34-year-old Dahmer had
extensive head injuries and
died at a hospital about an
hour after he was found.
Dahmer, who had been
imprisoned since his crimes
came to light in 1991, had been
attacked once before. In July,
an inmate tried to cut his
throat during a chapel service,
but the razor blade attached to
a plastic handle fell apart
before it could hurt Dahmer.
At the time, Sullivan said
that it appeared to have been
an isolated incident and that
Dahmer, who was serving 16
life sentences, was not believed
to be in imminent danger.
“Oh my God! My son! How
could this happen?’’ Dahmer’s
mother, Joyce Flint, said when
TV’s “Hard Copy’’ informed her
of his death.
The other victim in
Tuesday’s attack was Jesse
Anderson, who was serving a
life sentence for stabbing and
bludgeoning his wife to death.
Anderson’s case drew
widespread attention in
Wisconsin because of his claim
that two black men attacked
him and his wife, both white,
as they left a restaurant.
Dahmer’s body was found in
the staff’s bathroom and show-
er area next to the basketball
court. Anderson was found in
the prisoners’ bathroom across
the court and was hospitalized
in critical condition with head
injuries.
A guard overseeing the three
inmates had just left the bas-
ketball court when the attack
occurred, Sullivan said. He did
not know the whereabouts of
another guard assigned to
watch the prisoners.
Dahmer killed  in ‘bloody’ prison attack
MILWAUKEE (AP) – Friends were hard
to come by for the solitary Jeffrey Dahmer.
So when he invited attractive young men
he met at shopping malls and gay bars
home for drinks, he wanted them to stay.
Forever.
Even if he could keep only parts of
them.
When police finally burst into Dahmer’s
apartment on July 22, 1991, they found
torsos soaking in acid, severed heads in
the refrigerator and freezer, skulls in
boxes, a hand and a genital organ in a 80-
quart kettle pot, and photos of victims in
various stages of dismemberment. Two
human hearts and a bicep muscle Dahmer
said he planned to eat were in the freezer.
A sickening stench permeated the whole
scene.
“I should have stayed with God,’’
Dahmer told a judge at his sentencing in
February 1992. “I tried and I failed, and
created a holocaust.’’
As gruesome as the discovery was, it
merely swung wide a door into a secret,
murderous life Dahmer had been living for
13 years, during which he claimed 17 vic-
tims. The nation was stunned by the
depravity of the murders, the dismember-
ments, the cannibalism.
In Dahmer’s neighborhood, that shock
was tempered with rage. He killed his four
final victims only after a close call with
police in May, when two officers returned
to his custody a 14-year-old Laotian boy
found staggering naked in the street.
A gruesome case of killings retold
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3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken,
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw 
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$205 2-pc. chicken, mashedpotatoes & gravy, slaw & 1 biscuit
Try our delicious
• Bar-B-Que Ribs
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JOIN US 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR
BREAKFAST
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(LIMIT 16 IN MULTIPLES OF 4 )
Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not





Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not







Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not valid





(WITH ANY PURCHASE/LIMIT 4/NO
COUPON NECESSARY)
Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not
valid with other offers or promotional
discounts. Expires 12/17/94
Try Arby’s New Chicken Fingers!
Chicken Tenderloin Strips
TASTE THE ARBY’S Difference!
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(Deadline: 3 Business Days
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OTTAWA (AP) – Holiday
nights may be a little more
silent this year, since a con-
troversial banner proclaim-
ing “Jesus Christ  Is  A
Myth’’ won’t be erected in a
city park.
The Freedom From Reli-
gion Foundation put up the
banner the past two years
to protest a large religious
display in an Ottawa city
park,  only to have it
burned, defaced and even
stolen.
When the group debated
over bringing it back for a
third year,  other groups
claimed all available spots
in the park.
“I guess we will probably
have a nice, quiet, peaceful
holiday in Ottawa, which
the mayor and city council
and many people here will
appreciate,’’ Mayor Forrest
Buck said.
The controversy began in
December 1956, when the
Ottawa Jaycees put up 16
paintings in a public park
depicting Jesus’ life. For 30
years, the exhibit marked
each Christmas.
But then someone sued,
claiming the religious dis-
play on public land violated
the constitutional separa-
tion of church and state.
A federal judge agreed in
1989, ordering the display
removed just before Christ-
mas. The paintings stayed
in mothballs  unti l  1992,
when an appeals court
reversed the decision, say-
ing the park was a forum
for public expression.
But the Freedom From
Religion Foundation de-
manded to take part in that
public expression.
As 150 protesters hurled
snowballs, spit and obsceni-
ties, the group hung its ban-
ner. It was cut down, and
replacement banners were
burned down or smeared
with paint. And the next
year it was cut down twice.
“People were just ugly,
ugly,  ugly.  Imagine the
worst kind of small-town
hatred,’’ said Dan Barker, a
spokesman for the 3,300-
member foundation, which
is based in Madison, Wis.
Beginning at Christmas
1993,  the city adopted a
new rule: Three displays
would be allowed, with per-
mits awarded on a f irst-
come, first-served basis.
This time, all three per-
mits were awarded before
the foundation could act. So,
along with the paintings,
the park will host banners
saying, “Peace On Earth’’
and “From the unborn to
the aged,  Christ  is  the
author of life.’’
Anti-Jesus display gone
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BHOPAL, India (AP) – It is Bhopal’s second
disaster.
Ten years after a cloud of toxic chemicals
killed thousands of Indians in the world’s worst
industrial accident, a half-million people are
still seeking compensation and suffering the
effects of the gassing.
India’s slow-moving courts are overwhelmed
with the claims.
Corruption riddles the bureaucracy and judi-
ciary. The hospitals are inefficient. Doctors
demand bribes for adequate care.
And every day brings new patients with lung
diseases, cancer, cataracts, gynecological disor-
ders, psychiatric problems.
The cocktail of chemicals that leaked from an
underground storage tank at a Union Carbide
pesticide factory choked about 4,000 people to
death in the adjoining shantytown the night of
Dec. 2, 1984. Nearly 3,000 more died slowly and
painfully from the poison.
Shyam Lal’s lungs were permanently
scarred. Lal, 80, coughs incessantly, tires if he
walks a few feet and is often ill.
“Every time I go to the court, it’s the same
story. The judge has not come or the doctor has
not come, or they can’t find my records. ... I will
never get justice,” he said.
When his wife, Gomti, died, Lal filed a claim
for 200,000 rupees, about $6,500 – about six
times the yearly pay for a factory worker in
Bhopal. But a doctor testified that the death
was unrelated to the accident and the judge
threw out the case.
“That’s because Lal did not bribe anyone,”
charged Abdul Jabbar, an activist who works
with victims of the gassing. Those who did pay
people off got money swiftly, he claims.
Lal appealed the judge’s decision and was
awarded 50,000 rupees, about $1,600. 
Compensation sought 
by Indian gassing victims
The Daily Eastern News Tuesday, November 29, 1994 7A
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CHICAGO (AP) – Sixteen months
ago, a killer was executed in Texas.
Today, his body is a teaching tool for
the world, made available on the
Internet as the first three-dimen-
sional, computerized cadaver.
The “Visible Man” is a detailed
atlas of the human body, assembled
digitally from thousands of X-ray,
magnetic and photo images of cross-
sections of the body.
The National Library of Medicine
is unveiling the “Visible Man” today
at the annual meeting of the Ra-
diological Society of North America.
“This is the first time such de-
tailed information about an entire
human body has been compiled,”
said Dr. Donald A.B. Lindberg,
director of the library, which is the
equivalent of  the Library of
Congress for medical matters.
The digitalized cadaver will be
available free to anyone who gets
permission from the library. But the
data is so extensive that download-
ing it takes up to two weeks of unin-
terrupted time on the Internet, and
up to 15 gigabytes of storage space,
enough to accommodate about 50
times the contents of The Ency-
clopedia Britannica.
The information would fill more
than 30 typical personal computers
and is expected to be sought mainly
by medical schools and researchers,
said Michael Ackerman, a computer
specialist with the library.
The “Visible Man” will  be an
immediate teaching tool for medical
students, and in the future it could
be used to develop surgery simula-
tors much like the flight simulators
used to train pilots today, he said.
“We hold this out as an example
of the future of health care ... which
more and more will become visual
rather than textual,” Ackerman said
in an interview. “It’s a whole differ-
ent way of looking at medicine.”
Commercial ventures also hope to
capitalize on the “Visible Man,” Ack-
erman said; one idea is “Fantastic
Voyage: The Game,” based on the
Isaac Asimov book that was later
made into a movie, in which a group
of scientists is miniaturized and
injected into the bloodstream of a
dying man.
The library is spending $1.4 mil-
lion to develop the “Visible Man”
and a “Visible Woman,” which is
still more than a year away, said
Victor Spitzer, a computer-imager
and anatomist at the University of
Colorado Health Sciences Center in
Denver, where the imaging was
done.
The work began on Aug. 5, 1993,
several hours after the execution by
injection of Joseph Paul Jernigan,
39, an ex-mechanic who killed a 75-
year-old man during a burglary and
who left his body to science.
The body was flown to Colorado
and underwent hours of CAT and
MRI scans. Then it was sawed into
four pieces and each was frozen in
gelatin. One at a time, each piece
was attached to a special table and
slowly raised under a special plan-
ing tool called a cryomacrotome.
The instrument, designed espe-
cially for cutting cadavers, shaved
away cross-sections of the cadaver
one millimeter thick – a total of
1,870 cross sections from head to
toe. Each newly exposed layer of
cadaver was photographed and
scanned into a computer by a digital
camera.
The digital photos were stacked
and programmed into an imaging
computer along with the data
acquired from the CAT and MRI
scans.
Cadaver to be used as teaching tool to world
SPRINGFIELD (AP) –
More Illinoisans than ever
before are tapping into a
fund established 21 years ago
to compensate victims of vio-
lent crime.
The Crime Victims Comp-
ensation Act, passed by the
state Legislature in 1973,
provides money to victims of
violent crime who have trou-
ble covering their costs
through private insurance or
other public assistance.
The number of claims for
compensation is at an all-
time high, jumping from
about 2,675 in fiscal 1991 to
about 4,000 a year now, said
John Crain, director of bud-
get and fiscal affairs for the
state attorney general’s
office.
In fiscal 1991, the state
paid $4.37 million to 1,174
people, compared with slight-
ly more than $9.6 million to
1,592 people during the 1994
budget year, which ended
June 30.
The Illinois Court of
Claims, which actually a-
wards the money, went back
to the Legislature twice for
additional funds because the
claims exceeded its $6 mil-
lion budget, said Matthew
Finnell, court administrator.
“We always get as much as
we need,’’ Finnell said.
Crain said there’s no single
cause for the increase in
claims.
“I think the passage of the
victims’ rights constitutional
amendment helped in raising
awareness. Probably a lot of
it is word of mouth, and more
hospitals are aware that this
money is available,’’ he said.
The Legislature amended
the law in 1994 to allow hos-
pitals to get the grants dir-
ectly, rather than collecting
them from patients.
Most claims are filed by
assault victims and the rela-
tives of murder victims.
Others collect for robbery,
rape, domestic violence, ar-
son and accidents involving
drunken drivers.
The maximum award is
$25,000. The money can be
used for medical expenses,
psychological counseling, lost
wages and burial expenses.
The attorney general’s
office processes the claims,
investigates them and passes
on a recommendation to the
Illinois Court of Claims,
which awards the grants.
The biggest variable in
determining how quickly vic-
tims are paid is the amount
of investigation needed,
Finnell said. The attorney
general’s office has to verify
medical bills and determine
lost wages. If a victim suffers
a chronic injury, the investi-
gation could cover several
rounds of doctor bills.
“There are just too many
variables to have a average
claim,’’ Finnell said.
Errol G. Zachmeyer, of
Alexis, who was severely
beaten during an attack, said
he turned to the grant pro-
gram after facing numerous
delays in trying to wring
money out of his attacker
through the civil courts.
Victims turn to fund for crime compensation
“We hold this out as an example of the
future of health care ... which more and more
will become visual rather than textual. It’s a
whole different way of looking at medicine.”
–Michael Ackerman 
Computer specialist




SERVICE will type your research
papers, thesis, reports, business
letters. 345-7341, leave mes-
sage.
______________________12/12
SPRING BREAK 95 America’s #1
Spring Break Company! Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and  TRAV-
EL FREE! Earn hights commis-
sions! (800) 32-TRAVEL
___ca11/1,3,8,10,15,17,29, 12/1
NOW HIRING!! STOP THE FAST
FOOD CYCLE! WE OFFER A
PROFESSIONAL ATMO-
SPHERE, PAID TRAINING,
GREAT PAY, LEARN A SKILL





Apps now being accepted for our
activities, habilitation and dietary
dept. FT and PT, all shifts avail-
able. FT hab. starts at $5.30 w/
increase to $5.50 after 90 days
(insurance pkg. and other bene-
fits, also). Why work for minimum
when you can work for us? Apply
at 738 18th St. Chas. Il, 61920.
E.O.E.
_______________________12/9
$1500 weekly possible mailing
our circulars! No experience




industry. Earn to $3,000-$6,000+




CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Earn up to $2,000+/month working
on Cruise ships or land-tour com-
panies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Seasonal and Full time employ-
ment available. No experience nec-
essary. For more information call 1-
206-634-0468 ext. C57383.
________________________12/9
Help wanted, lunch time driver and
waitress. Hong Kong House. 1505
18th St. Apply in person.
________________________12/2
Applications now being accepted
for cooks at the Uptowner. 623
Monroe. Need to be available for




Manpower Services is looking for a
part-time attendant for a Charleston
Service station. This position is for
Sunday nights and other shifts for
fill-in. If you are interested in mak-
ing some extra money, call us
today!!! Manpower Temporary
Services, 345-6700 or 235-1441
EOE M/F/H
_______________________11/29
TYPIST, 5-15 hours per week.
Manpower Temporary Services is
looking for a part-time typist for a
Charleston Office. The qualified
candidate must have excellent typ-
ing skills, and be proficient with
Work Perfect 5.1. Perfect for a stu-
dent interested in making money
and gaining office experience. Call
today for an appointment.
Manpower Temporary Services,
345-6700 or 235-1441 EOE M/F/H
_______________________11/29
NATIONAL PARK JOBS-Over
25,000 openings! (including hotel
staff, tour guides, etc.) Benefits +
bonuses. Apply now for best posi-




Over $5 Billion in private sector
grants & scholarships is now avail-
able. All students are eligible
regardless or grades, income, or
parent’s income. Let us help. For
more information call: 1-800-959-
1605 ext. F57381.
_______________________12/12
STUDENTS- Will you be home for
Xmas break? Is home in the west
or south suburbs? If yes, work with
us at RGIS taking inventory. Work
as much as you want, while you’re
on break and even after. $6.25/hr,
No exp necc. Paid training. Call
now to sched interview during Dec.
708-434-0369 EOE.
_______________________11/29
Will by extra graduation tickets for
Dec. 10 at 2:00. Need them now
to make arrangements, call Kristi
at 345-9374.
______________________11/29
WANTED: Extra graduation tick-
ets for 2 pm ceremony, willing to
pay $$. Call- leave message at
234-3294.
_______________________12/2
Licensed Mass. Adoption Agency
helping those considering an
adoptive placement. Legal, confi-
dential. Allowable expenses paid.
Call 800-333-3424 for more infor-
mation.
___11/28-12/9, 1/23-27, 2/14-17, 
3 sublessors needed for vacant 2
bedroom apt. Spring semester
‘95. Lincolnwood apts. Contact
Darin, Derek, or Dan at 345-
6939.
_______________________12-8
Sublessor needed 1 brdm fur-
n ished apt .  Sp.  ‘95 above




SPRING ‘95,  PARK PLACE
APARTMENTS. OWN ROOM.
CALL MATT AT 348-6494.
_____________________11/29
Male sublessor needed for Sp.
‘95.  Located at  9th and




SPRING ‘95.  2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. CALL 345-6722 OR
345-2363.
_____________________11/29
1 or 2 sublessor(s) needed for
Spring ‘95. 1 bedroom apt close
to campus 345-7527.
______________________12/2
Sublessor needed for very nice
apt .  c lose to campus for
spring/summer ‘95.
______________________12/9
Two sublessors needed Sp. 95.
All utilities paid, close to cam-
pus. Call Chris at 348-6451.
______________________12/5
Male sublessor. Pinetree I apts
for  Sp.  95.  Own room, heat








SEMESTER, two bedroom apart-
ment. Water and trash paid. 947
4th street. CALL 348-7746.
______________________12/12
AVAILABLE SPRING
SEMESTER, extra large fur-
nished two bedroom, 1 1/2 bath
apartment, trash paid, free laun-
dry facility, 1017 Woodlawn. Call
348-7746.
______________________12/12
1 or 2 bedroom apt for Sp.
semester, furnished 345-5728.
_______________________12/2
2-3 bedroom house for spring




Complete system including print-





ER & PRINTER, COMPUTER
DESK &       CHAIR, 13” TELEVI-
SION & CART, LAZYBOY, 10
GALLON FISH TANK AND
MICROWAVE OVEN. 345-7964.
______________________11/30
1987 Chevy Sprint 4 dr, 4 sp, red,
runs good. $1250.00 345-5450.
_______________________12/2
For Sale: Paddles, call 345-6588.
$4.00 each.
_______________________12/2
Attent ion Students:  Coming
soon. . .St ix  Sunday Brunch
Club. Registration at the Union
Wednesday, Nov. 30, 9am-4pm.




Wednesday November 30, 1994
at 4:00 Rm 203. For an applica-
tion call Julie-8102.
_____________________11/30
Wanted: Graduation tickets for
Fall Ceremony- Dec 10 at 2:00-
Will pay-Please call 946-4218.
_____________________11/30
CONGRATULATIONS CHRIS
BOYSTER on being e lected
New Senate Speaker. I knew
you could do it!! Luv, Jules.
_____________________11/28
Enter the “Spirit of Christmas”
outdoor decoration contest for
City of Charleston residents.
Winners receive $cash &/or
prizes. Categories: Best Lights,
Most  Unique,  Best  Theme.
$5/category fee (proceeds
donated to overall winner as
cash prize). Judging is 12/13.
Cal l  345-6897,  Chas.
Recreation Dept., 520 Jackson
for details.
_____________________11/29
LOOK SHARP! Come on down
to DONNA’S CLEANERS, 704
Jackson 345-3454. Check our
weekly specials.
______________________12/9
Drive a-little, save alot. New,
used Schwinn Bike Bareains
shop,  compare,  guaranteed
repairs, nice accessories for
Xmas, Oakley’s 2601 Marshall
Mattoon Il.
_____________________11/30
NO WAITING AT TOKEN’S.
SHIPPING COUNTER. FAST
FRIENDLY SERVICE FOR
UPS, US MAIL, & FEDERAL
EXPRESS. WE HAVE BOXES
AND ENVELOPES. WE WILL
ALSO PACK YOUR STUFF.
__________ca11/29,12/1,5,7,9
Energize yourself ! !  Increase
Mental  Aler tness,  combat
fatigue. 100% Natural & guaran-
teed, call 1-800-941-8446.
______________________12/5
The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspa-
per. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-
line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes nec-






















Phone: ______________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run___________________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________























WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
Wheel of Fortune News News SportsCenter Wings Love Connection
Cops Entmt. Tonight Wheel of Fortune TBA Wings Jeffersons
Wings Rescue 911 Election Coverage Murder, She Wrote Movie:
Wings Home Improv.
Frasier Movie: Home Improv.
John Laroquette Grace Under Fire Boxing
Dateline NBC NYPD Blue News
News News SportsCenter Wings Night Court
David (10:35) Married... (10:35) Wings Simon & Simon
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
MacNeil, Lehrer Designing Women Roseanne Beyond 2000 Lamb Chop ...Boss?
Designing Women Roseanne Next Step Reading Rainbow ...Boss?
Nova Unsolved Mysteries Movie: Terra X Little House on Movie:
Treasure Hunters The Prairie
Great Railway Movie:Badlands   Invention St. Elsewhere
Journeys Next Step
Frontline Star Trek: Hitler-The Whole News Movie:
Story
To the Manor Born Unsolved Myst. Cops Terra X Red Green
Movie Cops Treasure Hunters Movie  
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING MOND AYNOV 28, 1994
THEDAILYEASTERNNEWS
9
Kristi Kallas- Congratulations on
your engagement.  I  am so





HAVE A GREAT TIME TONITE.
ALPHA GAM LOVE, BUCK.
_____________________11/29
JAMIE SUMMERS: Pay backs
are HELL!!!! Ha Ha, Love ya
Nic.
_____________________11/29
Lose weight & get paid for it.
Natural ,  safe,  effect ive,  &
affordable, Gauranteed!! Call 1-
800-941-8446 Dist r ibutors
needed.
______________________12/5
Panthers tonight. 25 cent cof-
fee, hot dols $1.50, shots $1.00.
_____________________11/30
JAIME SUMMERS, YEAH, YOU
ARE FINALLY 21. HOPE YOU
ARE READY FOR A CRAZY
NIGHT. WE LOVE YOU, YOUR
ROOMIES, THE LOVE SHACK.
_____________________11/29
Capones is your best spot for





ENGAGEMENT TO ERIC. I’M
SO HAPPY FOR BOTH OF
YOU! LOVE, NIKKI.
_____________________11/29
Drew- you’e finally 19!! Happy
Birthday Sweeti! Love, Buddy J.
_____________________11/29
BECOME PART OF A STRONG
BROTHERHOOD. JOIN TAU




Happy 21st  Bi r thday Kate
Nemec!! Your roommates can’t
wait to celebrate with you this
weekend!!
_____________________11/29
Courtney Wil l iamson- Happy
21st Birthday- It’s about time
you legal. Get ready for tonight.
Love, Pam, Kerry, and Nuckles.
_____________________11/29
ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTSANNOUNCEMENTS
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCAITION meeting will be at 7 p.m.
tonight in Lumpkin hall room 105 fro elections. Attendance is manditory
PHI GAMMA NU Nationals test will be at 5:30 p.m. today in Lumpkin
Hall room 27.
ROTARACT LAST MEETING of the semester will be at 6 p.m. tonight
at Stix.
BLACK STUDENT UNION meeting will be at 6 p.m. tonight in the
Tuscola room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. It will be a
joint meeting with the multicultural student union.
MTEA EXECUTIVE MEETING will be at 5p.m. tonight in Dr. Banks
office. It is mandatory for all executive officers.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will offer the Sacrament of Penance
from 8 to 9 p.m. tonight in the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Bible study will be at 6 p.m. tonight in
Coleman Hall room 109A.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL meeting will be at 7 p.m. tonight in the
Effingham room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
NATIONAL RESIDENCE HALL Honorary weekly meeting will be at 6
p.m. tonight in the Charleston/Mattoon room in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
FAITH BULIDERS FELLOWSHIP weekly meeting will be at 7 p.m.
tonight in the Sullivan room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
BACCHUS WILL MEET at 7 p.m. tonight in the kansas room in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY will meet at 7 p.m. tonight in the Martinsville
room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Fro information call
348-0230.
CAMPUS CLIPS
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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Deadline is 3 business daysbefore it should run
STANFORD, Calif. (AP) – Bill
Walsh, who returned to Stanford “to
find my bliss’’ after coaching the
San Francisco 49ers to three Super
Bowl titles, was set to resign
Monday after two straight losing
seasons.
Stanford called an afternoon
news conference at which school
spokesman Gary Migdol said Walsh
would announce he was leaving as
coach.
The departure of Walsh, who
turns 63 Wednesday, had been
rumored in recent weeks. He often
seemed distracted this season, and
repeatedly had trouble remember-
ing the names of his players and
opponents’ players during his week-
ly news conferences.
Walsh had two years remaining
on a five-year contract. The San
Francisco Examiner said he plans to
remain at Stanford as a special
assistant to athletic director Ted
Leland.
Walsh returned to Stanford three
seasons ago after compiling a 102-
63-1 record in 10 years as coach of
the 49ers, including Super Bowl
crowns in 1981, 1984 and 1988. He
was elected to the Pro Football Hall
of Fame in 1993.
He spent three years as a pro
football analyst for NBC, through
the end of the 1991 season, before
deciding to return to coaching.
Walsh, whose first head coaching
job was at Stanford in 1977-78,
when he led the team to consecutive
bowl victories, led the Cardinal to a
10-3 record and a win over Penn
State in the Blockbuster Bowl in his
first year back at Stanford in 1992.
But the Cardinal slipped to 4-7
last season and went 3-7-1 this year.
Asked two weeks ago whether he
would return in 1995, Walsh said he
was happy at Stanford but left open
the possibility he would not be back.
“I said when I came back I was
going to find my bliss,’’ he said. “I
guess the guys that paint the
Golden Gate Bridge about 200 feet
up, that’s their bliss. This is what I
do, and I don’t want to leave
Stanford. Unless there’s a grouping
of people that want to look for alter-
natives, which is always possible.’’
In an interview with the Ex-
aminer last week, Walsh hinted at
his plans.
“I’m going to write a book on tech-
nical football,’’ he said.
“At some point, I’m going to work
with NFL quarterbacks. And at
some point I’m going to continue to
do seminars, like we have, for black
coaches and minorities. And I want
to do one in March for the athlete
leaving the game. Plus I want to
leisurely do some things.’’
LEESBURG, Va. (AP) – Baseball
owners are certain to impose a new eco-
nomic system if an agreement isn’t
reached with players this week, Atlanta
Braves president Stan Kasten said
Monday.
“Last year’s system is a historical
artifact and we cannot operate under it
any more,’’ he said the night before
talks are to resume. “Clubs have to do
something by (December) 7th because
from that point forward we’re into next
season with last year’s economic sys-
tem.’’
Kasten and other member of the
owners’ bargaining committee met
Monday at an executive conference cen-
ter near Dulles International Airport,
and union officials were scheduled to
meet with players late Monday night.
A source on the players’ side, speak-
ing on the condition he not be identified,
said players would discuss whether to
make a counteroffer to the luxury tax
proposal presented by owners on Nov.
17.
All owners are scheduled to meet
next Monday in Chicago, two days
before clubs must decide whether to
offer salary arbitration to their former
players who became free agents.
Eighty-three players are in this group,
and those not offered arbitration
wouldn’t be able to negotiate with their
former teams until May 1.
But clubs plan on eliminating arbi-
tration when they impose the cap they
offered the union June 14. It’s likely
owners will wipe out the economic sys-
tem that’s been in place since the free
agent era began following the 1976 sea-
son.
That decision probably would be fol-
lowed by a move to use replacement
players if the strike continues into mid-
February, when spring training is
scheduled to start.
“Obviously one opens the door for the
other,’’ Kasten said.
Union head Donald Fehr wouldn’t
say Sunday whether players would
make a counteroffer, but agents said it
was unlikely. The union decide to make
a counterproposal after next week,
when its executive board is scheduled to
meet in Atlanta.
Management’s latest proposal calls
for a sharply escalating tax that would
approach 90 percent of some club’s pay-
rolls. The union’s last offer, made Sept.
8, called for a tax about 1.6 percent on
payrolls and revenue of the wealthier
clubs.
“If we are 100-some days into a strike
and the union’s not ready to bargain, I
don’t know when they’ll be ready to bar-
gain,’’ Kasten said. “Nothing can really
happen until we get a counterproposal
from the union.’’ When talks recessed
Nov. 19 for Thanksgiving, owners said
they awaited the union’s response to the
tax plan. Kasten said a failure to
respond this week would lead to an
imposed solution.
Walsh quitting as coach
at Stanford University
Baseball salary cap
likely to occur soon
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that despite a year that at
times resembled a soap opera
more than it had a football sea-
son. A midseason quarterback
controversy, the dismissal of
running back Bill Korosec, one
of the team’s top offensive con-
tributors, and rumblings of
Spoo’s job security were just a
few distractions that did their
best to curtail Eastern.
But the Panthers trudged
on, and motivation to finish
the season strong and salvage
the final month came from the
team’s heart and soul – its
seniors.
“Before the season started,
we talked about team rules,
and how we were going to
dress for away games and for
meals – in a shirt and tie,”
Spoo said. “A lot of those things
can go by the wayside as the
season wears on, especially
when you’re down and out.
“But these seniors – they’re
allegiance to me and to their
teammates was just outstand-
ing. I hate to see them go,
because they provided the kind
of leadership that we haven’t
had around here in a long
time. They were the catalysts
for allowing us to have a win-
ning season.”
After dropping three of their
first four games, including a
31-15 loss to Murray State at
O’Brien Field in the season
debut, the Panthers picked up
a win in their Gateway Conf-
erence opener, dominating
Southwest Missouri State 38-
21. Junior quarterback Pete
Mauch appeared to have quiet-
ed his critics by throwing for
315 yards and two touchdowns
on 15 of 19 passing, but two
days later, after a 19-7 Home-
coming loss to Northern Iowa
in the rain at O’Brien, Spoo
shifted gears – and quarter-
backs – in favor of highly tout-
ed freshman Mark Swinning.
Swinning did what he could,
but Eastern still dropped to 1-2
in the Gateway after the loss to
Western. After a slow start the
following week against Indiana
State, Spoo re-inserted Mauch
at quarterback, and the junior
tossed three touchdown passes
and energized the Panthers to
a 30-21 win, which ignited the
four-game win streak.
“This year was successful,”
said all-conference tailback
Willie High, who led the
Gateway in rushing for the sec-
ond straight year, picking up
1,154 yards and scoring 11
touchdowns. “We turned things
around, and I’m happy that we
had a winning season. I think
that speaks for itself.”
Eastern also proved that a
wounded Panther is perhaps
the most dangerous, losing a
pair of offensive linemen –
guard Don Mensik and tackle
Duane Conway – for the year
to injuries, and nearly losing
tackle Mike Richart, who was
seemingly hung together by a
string all year with numerous
physical ailments. But under-
classmen Charlie Roche and
Chris Dunkle did the job, fill-
ing in admirably.
And defensively, Eastern put
together its finest effort in
many years, shutting down
opponents at will during the
Panthers’ win streak.
“The way they played the
last few games is equal to any
we’ve ever had,” Spoo said. 
Other highlights included
middle linebacker Tim Car-
ver’s school-record 31 tackles
against the University of
Texas-El Paso, Carver setting
the Eastern mark for all-time
tackles with 429, Greg Jensik
had a team-high 38 catches,
the most since Jason Cook’s 37
in 1988 and cornerback Ray
McElroy lived up to his NFL
draft hype, which was argu-
ably enhanced with his 76
tackles and one interception.
“We’re playing good football
at this point in our season,”
Spoo said, “and it’s over, but
it’s over on a winning record
and I’m proud of our football
team.”
Winning is one thing, but winning and
playing like a winner is something else.
“If you’re going to be a winner, you can’t be
the underdog,” Spoo said. “You’ve got to play
up to that winning – that level. That’s kind of
a legacy that’s being left now.
“There’s got to be a pride in your effort.
You don’t play to another team’s level, you’ve
got to play to the standard that you’re trying
to arrive at. I think we’re making inroads
there.”
That means not only coaches need to
believe in winning, but players do too. Spoo
and his coaching staff undoubtedly screamed
at the team at times this year until they
were purple, and Eastern lost four of their
first six. Defensive tackle Chris Wilkerson
roared at the team in a post-game locker
room after a loss and the Panthers won four
straight.
“It means everything,” Carver said of the
winning streak. “I never thought I’d hear
myself say that. I’ve been the type of guy, and
this may sound weird coming from me, but
I’ve been the type of guy that’s been satisfied
too much with that – with losing. Saying ‘oh,
we did some good things’ and this and that. 
“All that winning means is that you
expected to win, and it happened, and we’ve
just been playing too long without expecting
to win. People haven’t expected it – I haven’t
expected it – and that’s the biggest thing.
You come off four wins and you’re expected to
win the next week, and you prepare like that.
You expect that from your teammates and
everybody else.”
Eastern returns a nucleus next year –
Willie High, the Gateway’s two-time leading
rusher and human bowling ball. Pete Mauch,
the water bug of a quarterback that falls
short in the physical requirements of the
position but that provides leadership and
competitiveness with the best of them. And
Carver, the Panthers’ all-time tackling leader
who eats running backs for lunch.
“I just want to make the playoffs, that’s my
main concern,” High said. “If I can help this
team make the playoffs next year, then I did
my job.”
Calling this year a winning season is a
stretch – by finishing 6-5, Eastern did not
win anything. Based on what is returning
and what is believed, though, the real win-
ning just may be forthcoming.
Liss
• From Page 12A
Football
† From Page 12A
By JOHN BATES
Staff writer
Thanksgiving wasn’t too kind to the
Lady Panther basketball team, as Kansas
State came from behind to defeat Eastern
67-49 Friday.
“We played very well in the first half,”
said coach John Klein, whose team was
leading 31-29 at the half. “In the second
half we got off to a slow start offensively.”
After being unable to score in the first
six minutes of the second half and receiv-
ing what Klein believed were a few bad
calls, the Lady Panthers found them-
selves slipping away.
Freshman Barbora Garbova led the
Lady Panthers with 16 points, including a
4-for-4 effort behind the three-point arc.
Junior Kenya Green hit all four of her
shots, including a three pointer, and hit 3
of 4 from the free-throw line to finish
with 12 points. Freshman Allison Lee
scored 10 points and pulled down seven
rebounds, and senior Nicky Polka shot
only 2-for-12, but was able to contribute
five assists and five steals.
The Lady Panthers played well defen-
sively, Klein said, but they were unable to
stop Shanele Stires, who shot 10 of 15 to
score 28 points.
Eastern committed 24 turnovers to
Kansas State’s 12, and Kansas State
went to the free-throw line 28 times, hit-
ting 18 charities, whereas Eastern was 7-
for-12.
Klein said he was impressed with the
performance of the offense. Despite their
sputtering in the second half, they exe-
cuted much better as a team. To improve,
Klein believes the offense needs to
become more patient, and a few players
need to gain some more experience, both
of which Klein believes are possible.
“We were not only excited about the
things we did but the things we didn’t do
that we know we can do,” Klein said.
“Regardless of any given night, we are
ready to go the next game. I just like to
take it one game at a time.”
Lady Panthers fall to Kansas
State in hoops season opener




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Gain sales experience working as
an advertising representative for
The Daily Eastern News.
Apply in North Gym of
Buzzard Building.
Buffet every Tuesday & Thursday 5 to 9 p.m.
Jerry’s Pizza 
& Pub
corner of 4th and LincolnAll you can eat
•pizza •salad bar•spaghetti •garlic bread





Kendra, Matt, & Mindy
KARI SWIFT/Staff photographer
Give it away
Eastern guard Nicky Polka passes the ball during the Lady
Panthers’ 58-50 loss in Lantz Gym Nov. 17 to the Portugal
National Team. Polka, from Greendale, Wis., and LaShema
Marble, from Flint, Mich., are the only seniors on the team
this season.
Editor’s note: This is the second in a nine-part
series previewing the Eastern men’s basket-




Former Chicago Bulls guard Craig Hodges
realizes his Chicago State Cougars are expected
to lose a lot of basketball games.
Hodges, who played on two of the Chicago
Bulls’ three championship teams, has taken
over a men’s basketball program at Chicago
State that has hit rock bottom during the past
few seasons. 
Last year’s club went 4-23, and his 1994-95
squad has been picked to finish dead last in the
Mid-Continent Conference by both conference
coaches and media.
Hodges’ club may be better suited to play in a
6-4 and under league since only one Cougar, 6-
foot-7-inch sophomore forward Kory Billups is
taller than 6-5.
“Everybody on our team is considered a point
guard,” Hodges said. “Obviously, we’d like to get
some height, but our main goal is to implement
our system of play.”
And Hodges’ new offensive scheme hopes to
resemble the run-and-gun style that made
Loyola Marymount University famous under
then-coach Paul Westhead five years ago.
Hodges doesn’t care if all his Cougar games
end with a final score of 129-118, as long as
Chicago State ends up with a win. Last year’s
team gave up an average of 96 points a game.
“The guys are anxious to play in the new sys-
tem and hopefully change it around and aver-
age 96,” Hodges said. “Speed and quickness
should be our forte.”
Two potent scorers back for their senior cam-
paigns are 6-foot-5-inch forward Desmond Rice
and 6-foot-2-inch guard Larry Simmons. Rice
averaged 9.1 points per game and 4.2 rebounds
while Simmons averaged 10 points and convert-
ed 42 percent of his three-point attempts last
year. 
Two newcomers that will see plenty of action
are freshman Terrell Ingram of Chicago Harper
High School and guard Todd Gillespie, a trans-
fer from Kankakee Community College.
“We consider ourselves well-rounded with
open court scorers, and we hope to put a team
on court that can be a positive for the communi-
ty and university,” Hodges added.
Despite having some prerequisites for an up-
tempo style of play, Hodges said his players
know that without any height, the Cougars
from the Windy City may be in for a long, cruel
winter of basketball.
“I haven’t seen anybody in the conference
play,” Hodges said. “We know we can be beat.
Just our size is probably our biggest drawback.
“We must suck it up, and play hard. I think
that’s a sign of a team with character, being
able to take their knocks.”
Chicago State will play Eastern at 7:35 p.m.
Jan. 7 at Lantz Gym. Eastern will travel to play
the Cougars on Feb. 13.
Editors note: This is the second in a nine-
part series previewing the Eastern women’s




The University of Buffalo might be new
in the Mid-Continent Conference this sea-
son, but it is not new to winning conference
titles – and that could be the bad news for
the remaining teams.
The Royals’ women’s basketball team
captured its second East Coast Conference
title in three seasons in 1993-94, and the
team has been picked second in this year’s
Mid-Con preseason poll.
But head coach Sal Buscalgia was a bit
shocked at such a high ranking.
“We’re a bit surprised that we’re selected
second in the poll,” Buscaglia said two
weeks ago in Chicago when the Mid-Con
poll was released. “We did lose 50 percent
of our scoring to graduation.”
Despite that, Buffalo will look to start in
the Mid-Con where it left off in the ECC.
And if it does, it will achieve it with youth.
Sophomore guard Brenna Doty, who
averaged 9.2 points per game and 3.4
assists per game, will look to be the team’s
leader. Doty led the Royals in three-point
shooting percentage (39.1), canning 34
shots in 87 attempts – third best in the
ECC.
Junior center Kristen Holtz, who led the
league in field-goal percentage (55.1), aver-
aged six points a game and 4.8 caroms. She
led the team with 21 blocks. Her 61 steals
were third best on the team.
Natosha Cummings, a five-foot-seven
senior guard, averaged 6.9 points per game
and was third on the team in assists (63).
She shot 30 percent from three-point terri-
tory (21-for-70).
Junior forward Anne Gallagher (4.7
points, 3.7 rebounds) and junior guard Amy
Hale (52 percent field goal percentage, 3.5
points, 2.6 rebounds) add to the mix.
The Royals also possess a solid incoming
freshman class – centers Nicole Blakeslee
and Lisette Prinzing and forwards Tiffinay
Rutnick and Charissa Gardner.
And the Royals proved this past season
that they can win at home or on the road,
evidenced by their 9-4 home mark and their
equally impressive 11-4 record away from
Buffalo.
And another thing the Royals might have
going for them, if the offense struggles this
season, is their defense. They held their
opponents to just 61.9 points and a 37.1
percent field goal percentage.
On offense, Buffalo was tops in scoring
margin (+6.5) per game and free-throw per-
centage (67.4). It was second in offense in
the ECC (68.4 points per game) and field
goal percentage (40.1).
The Lady Panthers will play Buffalo at
Lantz Gym on Jan. 30 and at Buffalo on
Feb. 27.
capable of  playing the
infield, the outfield or going
behind the plate. We are
confident that  she can
make a contribution early.”
Blust, a pitcher/outfield-
er, led her team to the Elite
Eight of the IHSA Class A
State tournament this past
season. She batted .525 set-
ting a school record in hits
(53) ,  pitching win/ loss
record (21-4), regular sea-
son earned run average
(0.64) and one hitters (8).
“Ashley is  an impact
player,” Perine said. “She
was an All-State tourna-
ment selection in the out-
field as a sophomore and
led her team back to the
state tournament on the
mound.  She is  obviously
very gifted.”
– Staff Report
Hodges prepared for the worst
Former Bull prepares
for first season as
Chicago State coach
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A winning season. A 6-5
record. Four straight wins.
These are accounts not often
attained by an Eastern foot-
ball squad.
For only the second time in
Eastern history under the
watchful eye of Bob Spoo, the
Panther football team fin-
ished a season with more
wins than losses, albeit just
barely with a 6-5 record.
For some programs, a 6-5
mark would be more of a
repulsive scar than a positive
indication of things to come.
Look at Notre Dame.
But for Eastern, four wins
put next to each other means
a revival, a reason to get
excited for next year other
than the annual observation
of O’Brien Field’s star-stud-
ded halftime shows.
Since 1989, Eastern’s last
winning season, achieve-
ments have been judged by
how close the Panthers came
to an opponent – how badly
they lost to Iowa State in
1991 or how well they played
perennial Gateway king
Northern Iowa this year, yet
still lost.
Winning does not mean
coming close. Winning means
coming out on top.
“It’s all attitude, that’s all
it is,” said Eastern middle
linebacker Tim Carver, short-
ly after he and his team-
mates finished pummeling
Southern Illinois in their sea-
son finale 10 days ago.
“People just decided that we
wanted to win around here.
I’m telling you straight up,
that’s the way it is now and
that’s the way it’s going to
stay. We’re going to do what
it takes to be winners.”
It is too soon for predic-
tions, too early to decide that
Eastern is the next jugger-
naut in the Gateway
Conference, or that the
Panthers can even put
together another 6-5 season
next year.
However the Panthers got
to this point, this unknown
territory of the .500 level,
they seem to think they can
stay there, and possibly go
beyond.
“It’s just all attitude,”
Carver said. “That’s the
whole difference in the
Gateway Conference. It’s the
teams that expect to win,
every week, that are the ones
that are going to win, and
believe it and prepare for it.
And this is the team right
now that’s going to start
doing that.”
DEE ANN VILLECCO/Photo editor
Eastern quarterback Pete Mauch carries the football during the Panthers’ 30-21 win over
Indiana State Oct. 29 at O’Brien Stadium. Mauch, a junior, keyed Eastern’s year-ending
four-game win streak after regaining the starting job at mid-season.
Versatility in any capacity is benefi-
cial to a sports program.
For Eastern softball coach Beth
Perine,  she can boast of  that in
regards to three Illinois prep players
who signed scholarships Friday to
play softball at Eastern.
Stacey Siebert of Belleville East,
Ashley Blust of Normal University
High and Amy Kukman of Morris
Community High will be in uniform
for the Panthers for the 1996 season.
Siebert, a pitcher/infielder, batted
.454, setting a school record for hits
(54). She added 26 RBI, 10 triples,
eight doubles and 25 stolen bases. As
a pitcher, she posted an 18-3 record
with 125 strikeouts in 149 innings
pitched.
“Stacey just doesn’t pitch and play
another position – she excels at both,”
Perine said. “The Eastern softball pro-
gram is very fortunate to sign a stu-
dent athlete of this caliber.”
Kukman, a catcher/outfielder, was
ranked in the top 100 by the Chicago
Tribune (outfield) and the Chicago
Sun Times (pitcher) in the 1994 pre-
season. She batted .364 with 43 hits
and 31 RBI.
“Amy brings a great deal of versatil-




the first two wrestling meets of
the year for the Panthers.
The first, the St. Louis Open
on Nov. 19, was highlighted by a
fourth-place finish by Andrew
Siebert (4-2) in the 167-pound
weight class in the freshmen-
sophomore division. Siebert,
however, was the only Panther to
place over the weekend.
Coach Ralph McCausland said
the high number of wrestlers at
both meets reduced the odds of
placing in the top four.
“At the Northern Open (held
last Saturday), there were
weight classes with 56 guys in
them,” McCausland said. “And at
that tournament, the guys can
make it to the semi-finals – four
guys and they take the top four
places. So you take them out and
you’ve got two guys wrestling for
fifth and sixth.”
This emphasizes Siebert’s
effort and the caliber of competi-
tion at both meets, which hosted
teams from conferences like the
Big Ten and the Big Eight.
“(Siebert) had a tremendous
tournament down in St. Louis,”
McCausland said. “St. Louis, I
think we were just slow to get
out of the blocks. Joe Bee (2-2 at
167), Tony Duncan (3-2 at 190),
Tim Fix (2-2 at 174) all wrestled
real well.”
McCausland said that he sees
improvement from the first week
to the next, but the improvement
needs to continue.
“We’ve got to pick up the inten-
sity at the tournaments match-in
and match-out,” McCausland
said.
“We’ve got to be more consis-
tent throughout the match with
our intensity level. We’ve made a
few mistakes that have taken us
out of the match. I don’t know
how many of these losses were
by one point or overtime match-
es. The guys have to realize (the
wins) are there, but whether it’s
lack of intensity or mental mis-
takes, it’s costing us a few match-
es.”
David Pena (118) put up an
impressive record of 4-2 for
Eastern at the Northern Open,
while Erik Murry (150) and Bee
both came out with 2-2 records.
Pat Marsagila (150) and Pete
Kolzow (heavyweight) were out
with injuries, but McCausland
expects they will be ready for
next weekend’s Northern Iowa
meet.
By RANDY LISS 
Sports editor
While the Eastern football team struggled
through its first six games of the season, one
can probably point to a move off the field
that turned the Panthers’ 1994 fortunes
around.
Eastern stood at 2-4 after a disappointing
23-13 road loss to Western Illinois on Oct.
22, a defeat that knocked the Panthers out
of any possibility for a Division I-AA playoff
berth for the fifth consecutive year.
So senior defensive tackle Chris
Wilkerson decided that enough was enough.
“I just told the guys not to quit,”
Wilkerson said of his post-game speech after
the Western game. The following week,
Eastern began its year-ending, four-game
winning streak that left the Panthers at 6-5,
their best record in five seasons. 
“(Wilkerson) exhorted us after that
Western Illinois game, telling us not to quit
and to stay with it,” coach Bob Spoo said,
“and he was an inspiration to me and to
everybody, I think.”
Since then, Eastern caught fire, putting
together its first four-game victory string
since 1986, and finally leaving the program
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Celebrati.ng the season' on campus 
By AMY W008TAD 
Staff writer 
The cornerstone of campus 
Christmas traditions could be -
believe it or not - only one year 
old. 
The lights OU 
began last year 
by the lest 
Corn...ilr..,.....,.• 
It should run unttl New Year. 
MI think it further lnsptres 
people to see the old character 
Old Main delNers to the 
campus." said Ted Weidner, 
d.Jrector of the Physical Plant 
which helps organ17.c the Ught 
display. '1t attempts to bring 
nostalgia to the campus. 
Hopefully It will make students 
• City organizations also gear up for holiday 
festlvites. Page 28. 
p 
Dan Crews, dJrector 
for the College of 
Humanities. 
ayand 
Also. the Nu er Ballet. 
perform~the Ballet Theater 
Pennsy , perform at 7 
p.m. Frf In cAfec Gymnasium. 
Jam ~ee. Untvcrstty 
Board pcrfOrmJng arts 
coordinator. said this ta the 
are 
fro 
~~ sllltllfiill[q Qllll>'Ul'9' 
Jacqueline Bennett Dance Center. 
Tickets are $3 for students, 
children under 12 and senior 
cttlzens, and $7 for adults tn 
advance. At the door, student 
tickets arc $5. and $10 for' 
adults. To order tickets, or for 
any questions. call the Union 
Ticket Office at 581-5122. 
"Everybody Ls getting very 
excited for Christmas and the 
long break after finals are over," 
said Guy Towles, assistant · · --· 
manager of the Union Bookstore. 
Bookstore management has put 
up a tree that bas East.em 
memorabilia as decorations. 
Mlt helps everyth.lng look 
fes:it Towles said of the 
cam holiday decoration. 
~t' why we did tt here." 
0 ra es .. """' ......... 
.._,,,.,,cl e --.otll!tl~M 
rs:sQJlllromH a . ~ 11 p. 
8 th• It.he 
er Kthg ty 
Union and the annual Christmas 
concert l}y the un.tversity Concert 
Choir 3 f>.m. Dec. 11 ln Dvorak 
Concert Hall. 
·eoncert Choir has a concert 
every year around this ttme. but 
rm not sure how many years this 
has been going on. .. Crews said. 
"I love this time of year - tt.'s a 
great time to be around campus.· 
2B  CHRISTMAS GUIDE Tuesday, November 29, 1994 THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
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December 3rd 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY DEC. 2 8:30- 5:00 p.m.
SATURDAY DEC. 3 8:30- 2:00 p.m.
DOOR PRIZES WILL 
BE REWARDED
with every purchase customers








The city of Charleston and commu-
nity groups will offer several Christ-
mas-season activities this year that
are open to the public.
Since about 1988, the Charleston
Uptown Merchants Association, a
committee of merchants and individu-
als, has made lighting the town
square a Christmas tradition.
The committee is preparing to daz-
zle the town with “Light up the Square
Night” at 5:30 p.m. Thursday on the
south side of the square with the
Charleston High School Band per-
forming holiday music, said Carol
Hindman, owner of the Jackson
Gallery and committee member.
The night’s festivities will also
include the reading of a Christmas
tale, when the lights will be turned on.
Following the story, Santa will
appear across the street inside the old
Fit for Life building to take pictures
and visit with children. Inside will be a
storyteller and decorations.
Members of the Unity Gospel Choir,
the Coles County Barber Shop Quar-
tet, a brass band and a magician also
will perform, Hindman said. Inside the
courthouse will be more music,
including the Sacred Heart Musicians,
a hand bell choir and several other
local musicians.
“Our long-range goal is to make the
square spectacular in the years to
come,” she said. “We’re going for a
Victorian Christmas with lights on the
corners of the square and wreaths on
all street lamps.”
Another local Christmas tradition
will be presented by Lincoln Log Cabin
State Historic Site, seven miles south
of Charleston on Lincoln Highway
Road.
An “1845 Prairie Christmas” from
1-5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday will
feature interpreters celebrating a
19th-century holiday season, said
Evelyn Rooney, coordinator for the
site.
The site is the last home and farm
of Abraham Lincoln’s father and step-
mother.
The weekend’s activities include the
butchering of two or three hogs on
Saturday. Workers will cook the pork
for a meal for themselves on Sunday.
Rooney said an 1845 holiday was
different from today’s traditions
because the Lincolns had no Christ-
mas decorations, only a large meal.
“There’s some evidence others in
the area might have had a small,
sparse sassafras tree with cotton balls
on it, but we can’t know for sure if the
Lincolns did, although we do know
there wouldn’t be any toys under it,”
Rooney said.
About 700-800 people usually
attend the event, depending on the
weather, Rooney added.
The Charleston Recreation Depart-
ment will again organize the “Festival
of Lights” bus trip on Dec. 9 to see
area Christmas decorations, including
displays in Shelbyville and Mattoon’s
Peterson Park.
Wynette Walters, special events
supervisor for the Recreation Depart-
ment, said the $7 registration fee
includes transportation and entry fees
to the events. The bus will leave from
the Rotary Pool parking lot at 6 p.m.
and plans to return at 10 p.m.
Another program the recreation
department is sponsoring is the third
annual “Spirit of Christmas Decorat-
ing Contest,” which is open to all
Charleston residents.
“Residents may decorate their
homes or apartments any way they
wish, and will be judged in three cate-
gories: best lights, best theme or most
creative/original,” Walters said.
For more information, contact the
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LUNCH SPECIALS• Italian Beef with cup of soup or salad• Chicken & Noodlesreal mashed potatoesvegetable and roll• Broccoli and cheese omelette, muffin and 
choice of fruit or 
salad
Evening Specials
Mon.- Sat. AFTER 5PM•SPAGHETTI , SALAD 
AND GARLIC BREAD
GREAT BREAKFASTS EVERY MORNING!
409 7th St.• 345-7427
WHAT’S COOKIN’
Photos by Travis Spencer
Scenes from Mattoon’s Festival of Lights Lightworks illu-
minate Petersen Park on Broadway Ave. in Mattoon. The
Lightworks  run every night until Jan. 15 from 5 to 9 p.m
on Sunday through Thursday and from 5 to 10 p.m on Fri-
days and Saturdays. Admission is free.
Christmas Guide Staff
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS Tuesday, November 29, 1994 CHRISTMAS GUIDE 3B
•30-50% off Gold Jewelry
•20-40% off Diamonds
•20-30% off Sleepwear
•25% off All Holiday-Motif Sweaters
•All Juniors Sweaters and Jeans Plus Selected Tops on Sale
•All Van Heusen Sportshirts and Sweaters on Sale
•All Nike and Reebok Shoes on Sale
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Additional toppings .75¢ each
























Coupon not valid with any
other offerOffer valid with
coupon only. Valid at partic-
ipating stores only. Prices may
vary. Customer pays sales tax
where applicable. Our drivers
carry less than $20.oo. Cash















































































































































































Coupon not valid with any
other offer. Offer valid with
coupon only. Valid at par-
ticipating stores only.
Prices may vary. Customer
pays sales tax where
applicable. Our drivers
carry less than $20.oo.






























































































































































































Call Your Campus Connection
By AMY HEEREN
Staff writer
Christmas is just around
the corner and many local
stores are getting ready for
the holiday shoppers.
A lot of people start shop-
ping for Christmas over
Thanksgiving vacation, said
Shannon Trueblood, man-
ager of Maurices, 546 W.
Lincoln Ave. Sweatshirts,
sweaters and baseball caps
are always popular for both
men and women, but other
non-traditional items are
also favorites.
“People tend to buy a lot
more lingerie at Christmas
time,” Trueblood said.
Trueblood said No Fear-
brand clothing is probably
the hottest trend in men’s
clothing this season.
Sherry Couch, manager
of Wal-Mart said glitter
sweaters and stirrups are a
woman’s fashion that make
a festive Christmas gift.
Also, “Vanilla Fields” and
“Longing” are two new wom-
en’s fragrances that will be
in demand this season,
Couch said. But for men,
Brut and Polo will still be
number one, she said. Stet-
son will be following close
behind.
“I think they start wear-
ing these fragrances
because of their dads,” she
said.
As for children, Couch
said the Power Rangers will
be among the most popular
items for gifts. Wal-Mart is
having trouble keeping
these items in stock.
“As soon as they (Power
Rangers) hit the sales floor,
they’re out the door.”
“The Lion King” has been
a popular theme for domes-
tic items, she said.
The appliance that has
sold well at Wal-Mart is the
breadmaker and the most
items sold in sports is still
hockey, Couch said. 
Couch also predicts that
“Snow White,” “Speed” and
“Jurassic Park” will be the
top videos to be sold.
Positively 4th Street
Records, 401 Lincoln Ave.,
predicts their boxed sets will
be gifts of choice.
“Aerosmith and The Who
have boxed sets out that are
already popular,” said em-
ployee Melissa Weese. “The
new Pearl Jam CD, the Nir-
vana Unplugged CD and the
double-CD Woodstock al-
bum will also be hot.”
Lincoln Bookshop, 619
Monroe Ave., offers gifts for
readers of all ages, said
employee LeAnn Perez.
“Books on astrology, self-
healing and the supernatur-
al sell more than anything
else,” Perez said. “But we
offer a variety of other gifts,
including gift certificates.”
Mar-Chris Gift Shop, 606
Jackson Ave., provides free
gift wrapping and delivery
on Christmas gifts.
“We sell a lot of ceramic
lighthouses and canister
sets,” said employee Mi-
chelle Wright. “We also sell
a lot of Coca-Cola items.”
The store also has gifts
such as, Christmas orna-
ments, treasure candles and
Fenton glassware.
Z’s Music, 606 Jackson
Ave., will probably be selling
a lot of entry-level student
modeled guitars, drums and
amps.
“I suspect we will be sell-
ing those beginning items
since a more advanced piece
of equipment is usually too
expensive to be a Christmas
gift,” owner Mike Ziebka
said.
Ziebka said, accessory
items, such as guitar
strings, drumsticks, and
effect pedals, make nice
stocking stuffers.
J & P Pawn Shop, 518
6th St., experiences it’s
busiest time of the year dur-
ing the Christmas season.
“TVs, VCRs and stereo
equipment are big sellers,”
said employee Ryan Hays.
“Diamond rings are also
always a favorite.”
Local stores set for shoppers
SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Staff photographer
Outside Christmas decorations, ranging from snowmen to
Santa’s, are among hot selling items at Wal-Mart during
Christmas season.
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Although their homes are
thousands of miles away,
many international students




major, will be going home to
Japan to celebrate Christmas
and the new year with her
family.
“There is no religion in our
Christmas (as there is in
America),” Okada said. “But
we meet friends and have
parties.”
Okada said the Japanese
New Year resembles the
American Thanksgiving and
Christmas traditions where
families gather and exchange
gifts.
“We eat a special dinner
and celebrate with our fami-
lies,” she said. “We party and
drink.”
Graduate student Mayumi
Yotsumoto, a vocal perfor-
mance major also from Ja-
pan, said many parents will
give their children special
envelopes filled with money
during the New Year’s Day
festivities.
“Some children save the
money and put it in the bank;
some will buy expensive
things like a T.V. game or
something,” she said.
Yotsumoto said she will be
staying in Charleston thro-
ugh Christmas day, but will
be travelling to Toronto,
Canada, after the holiday to
see her brother.
Since Christmas is not cel-
ebrated in Bangladesh, soph-
omore Maithlee Mitra said
she is going to celebrate the
holiday with her American
friends in Philadelphia.
Mitra said less than 2 per-
cent of the population in Ban-
gledesh is Christian. Alt-
hough she is Hindu, she said
she enjoys America’s Christ-
mas tradition.
“It’s a festive occasion
where everyone is friendly,”
Mitra said.  “Everyone is bus-
y, but they still take time to
see each other.”
Mitra said the Muslim holi-
day, Eid, is similar to Ameri-
ca’s Christmas.
“People buy new clothes
and gifts for each other and
have dinner,” she said.
For those International
studies students who are not
going home over Christmas
break, there are Charleston
residents who host the stu-
dents for Thanksgiving and
Christmas dinners, said Brid-
gette Chen, director of
International Student Ser-
vices.
“Every year we have a
number of families who want
to host International students
for Thanksgiving or Christ-
mas dinner,” Chen said. “It’s
to introduce them (the stu-
dents) to a particular holi-
Home for the holidays...
MELANIE McCLAIN/Staff photographer
International student Mayumi Yotsumoto sits in front of
International House. She will be staying in Charleston until
Christmas day.
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Mall• Shop in climatecontrolledcomfort
• 34 stores to serve you
• Gift certificatesavailable in anydenomination.Can be used in any store in themall.
• Location –3/4 mile west of I-57, North side, 3rd stop lightin Mattoon
Christmas Booths
* Swiss colony Cheese 
& Sausages
* Rhodes Crafts
* Betty Brown Crafts
* Watkins Products
* Wood-N-More
* Frances Utley Crafts
* R.J.S. Jewelery







Daily 1pm to 4pm

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Give SCROOGE A Run For His Money, 
Purchase Your Tickets Early ForUniversity Theatre’sACHRISTMASCAROL















Make Your Holiday Plans Early!  Buy Tickets for your Friends and Family. 
Group Rates Available for 15 or more.








Please send me____# ticket(s) at $_____ each.
Enclosed is my Payment of $________.
Make Checks Payable to: Eastern Illinois University
Please Charge to my:___VISA ___MC ___Discover
Name on Card_______________________________

































Holidays past still 
hold fond memories 
By DERRICK J OHNSON 
Staff writer 
Students can do their 
Christmas shopping 
without ever leaving 
campus at a holiday art 
sale Friday and Satur-
day in Tarble Arts Cen-
ter. 
The show will offer 
some new gift ideas lo 
students during its 8th 
annual holiday art sale 
at the Tarble Arts Cen-
ter. It will run 10 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Friday 10 
a.m. to 4 p .m. Satur-
day. 
The Christmas art 
sale will offer handcraft-
ed items including jew-
elry. small sculptures. 
drawings. holiday deco-
rations and much more. 
The artwork in the sale 
are original works of art 
h andcrafted by local 
artists and Eastern's 
faculty and students. 
All of th e proceeds 
will benefit the art de-
partment's scholarsh ip 
fund. 
MA lot of people look 
forward to the sale so 
that they can purchase 
one-of-a-kin d gifts at 
affordable prices." said 
Fran Towles. coordina-
.. ::tor of the art sale. "'Ille 
··;sale's pop u larity over 
the past seven years 
has increased not only 
for those interested in 
gi ft-buyin g, but also 
artist participation ." 
• 
By AMY DAVIS 
Staff writer 
With Christmas rapidly 
approaching, many Eastern 
students are beginning to 
think about turkey, cookies, 
Christmas trees and pre-
sents. 
For many students. this 
time also brings back memo-
ries of Christmases gone by. 
"My best Christmas was 
last year," Jamie Connell. a 
freshman envir on menta l 
biology major said, Mwhen I 
got a n adorable Shih-Tzu 
puppy." 
Freshman Christine Petrie 
rem embered her eighth 
Christmas. 
MMy parents got me a 
dog," Petrie said. "It was a 
Black Labrador Retriever. My 
parents brought it home on 
Christmas Eve and on 
Christmas morning I heard it 
barking. I ran downstairs 
and saw this cute black dog." 
When Mike Jackson, a 
sophomore majoring in his-
tory education, was 12 years 
old, he received an extra spe-
cial sw-prtse. 
.. I had asked for a Ninten-
do Entertainment System ," 
J ackson said. "We d idn' t 
think it would a rr ive by 
Chr istm as. When it did 
arrive, it was really a nice 
sw-prtse." 
Oth e r s r emembered 
Christmas family traditions. 
Tricia Friedley, a freshman 
junior high education major, 
said she enjoys visiting her 
grandmother's house every 
year. 
"'Ille whole family would 
go to Grandma's house," 
Frtedley remarked. "It was 
really a great time to be 
• 
·PETS & SUPPLIES· 
Reptiles • Birds • Small Animals 
Salt & Fresh Wat er Fish 






H ot4rs: M-F 10.30-8:00 
Sat. 10.30-6:00; Sun. 12:00-5:00 
18th 
St. 
SeaFtk No More! 
The ONLY Off Campus Housing 
On Campus 
Now Leasing for Spring ,95 
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS 
(Across from the Union on 7th) 
0 1 ,2 , &.. 3 Bedroom 0 Dishwashers 
Furnished Units 0 Balconies 
° Free Trash &.. Parking 0 Laund ry 
° Central AC 
Cal/ anytlme 348-14 79 for an appointment. 
''W"e do not fo-
cus on the presents 
or th e tree. We cel-
ebrate Christmas 
for what it is -
Christ 's birthday. 





together as a family." 
" I remember Christmas 
shopping in Chicago." Adam 
Rajterowski, a freshman 
majoring in pre-engineering, 
saJd. "We went shopping on 
Stage Street .. 
There are also, of course. 
lhe kids that went looking 
for Santa every year. 
~My sister and I would get 
up in the middle of the night 
on Christmas Eve a n d go 
downstairs to see if Santa 
h ad b rough t th e presen ts 
yet," Beth Hagan, a j unior 
majortng in mdical technolo-
gy saJd. 
'We always wanted to see 
Santa leaving the presents 
under the tree. 
Still others have different 
memories of Christmas. 
MCh ristmas is Ch rist's 
birthday," said Derick Ed -
wards. a freshman business 
management major. 'We do 
not focus on the presents or 
the tree. We celebrate Christ-
mas for what it is - Christ's 
bir thday. For us, every 









$2® per wk. 







Fl avored (3 eve ryday) 











E!~ The Daily Eastern News ~!~ 
E!~ is your door Em 
CIU CIU 
El8 to the EIU community El8 CIU CIU 
El8c1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vc1vEIH 
CIVCIVCIVCIVCIVCIVCIVCIVCIVCIVCIVCIVCIVCIUCIVCIVCIVCIVCIVCIVCIUCIUCIVCIVCIUCIVCIVCIV CIU 
c & 11 Video Presents ••. 
Video Value Cards 
52 Rentals 
$ 9l 
1 Movie a Week for 
a Year! 
Available Now 
limitOO rime Offer 
Store Hours: 
Monday -Saturday 9 a.m. -Midnight 
Sunday 11 a.m. -Midnight 
348-7700 
440 W. Lincoln Charleston 
TM & C 1993 Universal City Studios. Inc. 
and Ambhn En1ertamment, Inc. All RightS Reserved. 
7h, ~ea s~ Ue 7~ 
• l v1SA J 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































All Weather Trench Coats
Dark Navy, Single Breasted
With Zip Out Liners
Women’s Sizes





P.O. Box 4395Houma, Louisiana
70361
$4900+995 Shipping & Handling2 Weeks for Delivery
Will receive before ChristmasLIMITED QUANTITY




E r i c’ sm e n s we a r
Offering only the finest styles
for the winter season. 
Clothing by...
Gianelli, John Alexander,
Nunn Bush, Enro, Arrow
and Hartmarx.
Eric’s Menswear
622 West Lincoln • Across from Max Market
Charleston, IL  61920
348-6000
rrs TM
Big & Tall Free Alterations
Gift Wrapping & Gift Certificates
Eric’s Menswear...only the
best for the best in your life.
